Musical inspiration knows no limits. Take it to the extreme with these music technology solutions.

Whether you’re a beginner using one of today’s many music software applications, a long-time hobbyist, or a pro looking to fine-tune your skills, Thomson Course Technology’s learning resources will take you to a new level in music production, recording and engineering. The possibilities are endless…
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About our series …

Whether you prefer to read one of our guides, use our interactive CD-ROMs to walk you through an application, or use them in conjunction with each other, we’ve got the leading products to suit your needs.

Interactive CD-ROMs

CSI STARTERS

Designed for new users of an application, the goal of the CSI Starters series is to take you from software/hardware and session setup through basic recording, editing and mixing to creating a final product (CD or MP3) for upload. Running time = approximately 2 to 3 hours; $29.99; Beginner to intermediate content.

CSI MASTERS

Geared toward intermediate to advanced users, the goal of the CSI MASTERS series is to help you get to the next level of software operation and music production. CSI Masters takes you through detailed discussions of software buttons, elements, and menu items, demonstrates production techniques, shortcuts and tips, and strives to provide information that even the most experienced user may not know. Running time = approximately 4 to 5 hours; $39.99; Intermediate to advanced content.

Beginning to advanced features. Offers comprehensive, in-depth, how-to-explanations (the why behind the how) with complete front-to-back coverage of applications. Written in a clear, friendly, authoritative tone. Approximately 350 to 500 pages; $29.99-$34.99; Intermediate to advanced content.

The Ignite! series represents the starting gate for newcomers to an application. Offers a step-by-step visual learning experience in which beginner get their first taste of an application and learn its fundamental operations. Written in a straightforward manner to provide a quick path for learning so you can get up and running in no time. Approximately 300 to 350 pages; $19.99-$22.99; Beginner content.

The Power! series takes you all the way from a new-comer or familiar user to a power user by providing a quick overview of the basics and then moving on to intermediate to advanced features. Offers comprehensive, in-depth, how-to-explanations (the why behind the how) with complete front-to-back coverage of applications. Written in a clear, friendly, authoritative tone. Approximately 350 to 500 pages; $29.99-$34.99; Intermediate to advanced content.